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ABSTRACT: Self-supporting porous silver foils with an average pore size less than 100 nm were produced from a crystalline 
silver-based ternary alloy as a precursor by removing second phases present in the silver matrix. The final Ag-based porous 
foil shows good mechanical properties when comparing to its previous amorphous analogues. Its activity for direct 
electrochemical oxidation of ammonia-borane (AB), a fuel of interest for direct liquid fuel cells, has been investigated in 
alkaline media. The material exhibits promising electrochemical properties in long-term operation; indeed, material 
composition and nanostructure remain similar after 15 000 cyclic-voltammetries between -0.3 and 0.5 V vs. RHE in a 0.1 M 
NaOH + 5 mM AB solution thermostated at 25 0C. Nanoporous materials, and in particular nanoporous silver, can there-
fore represent a relevant choice as anode in direct ammonia-borane fuel cell. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
With the crescent global warming due to greenhouse 
gas emissions, the political and environmental climates are 
increasingly affected, and the demand for alternative fuels 
becomes unquestionably clear. Hydrogen arises as a clean-
energy option, generating only water after burning or 
electrooxidation. However, current technologies for 
hydrogen production, storage and transportation still 
require several shortcomings to be solved, for instance, 
green origin of the mother fuel (at present H2 is processed 
from fossil fuel for more than 95% of its production) safety, 
energy-density, efficiency and cost. 

Chemical hydrogen storage, in which hydrogen cova-
lently bonded to molecules is released in gaseous form 
through (catalyzed) chemical reactions, offers a promising 
future for hydrogen storage and distribution. Considering 
the US Department of Energy target for the entire system 
weight (9.0 wt% H),[1,2] the compound ammonia-borane 
(H3NBH3, AB), with a molecular weight of 30.9 g/mol and 
an inherent capacity of 19.6 wt % H2, is an obvious prime 
candidate as hydrogen storage compound. Solution and 
solid-state thermal dehydrogenation,[3–5] as well as acid-
catalyzed dehydrocoupling,[6] have been reported for 
hydrogen production from amine-boranes. Transition-
metal-catalyzed dehydrogenation reactions have only 
recently been described in the literature.[7–11] Precious 
noble metal catalysts (platinum-group metals - PGM) are 
active for AB dehydrocoupling at room temperature with 
catalyst loadings as low as 0.5 mol %.[5] 

Nevertheless, the above methodologies still suffer some 
drawbacks, which limit their utilization. PGMs are too  

expensive and poorly available. As such, PGM nanoparti-
cles are usually supported on carbon black, which are of 
difficult manipulation and are not so good electron con-
ductors. Finally, the degradation of these catalyst materials 
is another issue: noble metal nanoparticles were recently 
found highly instable in strong alkaline solutions.[12–14] 

Ammonia-borane is chemically stable in an alkaline 
medium [15] and its direct oxidation in Alkaline Fuel Cells 
(AFCs) can solve many of those issues. Indeed, AFCs pre-
sent many advantages: for instance, the kinetics of many 
complex reactions is non-negligibly improved in an alkaline 
medium, and several metals (or metal oxides) are both 
active and stable in alkaline media (spreading the 
possibilities for material candidates to be used as elec-
trodes).[16] 

More importantly, by using an appropriate catalyst, the 
direct electrooxidation of ammonia-borane can initiate 
below the hydrogen oxidation potential [17](< 0 V vs. RHE, 
and as low as -0.3 V vs. RHE [18]), enhancing the energy 
efficiency of a Direct Ammonia-Borane Fuel Cell (DABFC)  
versus a hydrogen fuel cell fed after catalytic decomposition 
of borane fuels (in other words, the same number of 
electrons can be generated, but at much lower electrode 
potential). As such, the DABFC technology represents an 
interesting solution, in principle capable both of storing 
chemical energy and releasing it on de-mand with a 
reasonable efficiency and power density. Strong efforts 
have been realized to develop and improve AB oxidation 
catalysts [15,19–21] and use them in (hope-fully efficient and 
economically viable) DABFC.[18]
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Given that both Zadick et al.[12,13] and Olu et al. [18] have 
brought evidences of the huge instability of platinum, and 
to a lesser extent of palladium nanoparticles supported on 
high surface area carbon in alkaline medium, the present 
research aims to develop cheaper and more abundant 
alternative catalysts for the electrochemical oxidation 
amine-boranes and their valorization in DABFC. In doing 
so, attention is paid to the catalyst durability and stability 
of performance. Silver in the form of nanoparticles, 
agglomerates, clusters and porous substances has already 
been widely used as catalysts in fuel cells and 
electrochemical actuators,[22–25] in particular recently for 
the electrooxidation of borohydride compounds.[26–30] In 
that regards, nanoporous silver materials was evaluated as 
a potential anode catalyst for the DABFC. 

There are many ways to elaborate metal-based porous 
catalysts. For instance, dissolution, a simple but powerful 
elaboration strategy, is commonly used to obtain nanopo-
rous metallic systems. As a result of dissolution, less-noble 
elements are selectively leached from the mother alloy, 
driving a reorganization of nobler elements of the alloy-
electrolyte interface into a 3-dimensional pattern.[31,32] 
This is commonly constituted by the noblest element, but 
it can also have a multi-elemental composition.[33–36] 
Crystalline alloys preserve their original microstructure 
after leaching: in other words, each grain becomes a 
crystal surrounded by a porous structure.[37] 

Nanoporous metals find their application as sensors, 
[38,39] catalysts,[23,35,36,40–42] actuators,[43],[44] SERS 
substrates,[42,45,46] and often combine advantageous 
structural properties with bactericidal and biocompatible 
ones.[47–49] Due to their very high specific surface area, 
nanoporous metals may present excellent catalytic prop-
erties for a series of important heterogeneous reactions, 
because of interconnected ligaments and 3D channels that 
may allow free transport of medium molecules and 
electrons.[50–52] 

Since the development of the field of nanoporous metals, 
a great number of works has been dedicated to the design 
of noble metal-based nanoporous architectured structures, 
among which silver plays an important role.[46,53–56] 
Among others, nanoporous silver (NPS) was obtained in 
the group of De Hosson by dealloying Al from the 
amorphous Ag-Al precursor alloy.[57] Another interesting 
“clean” method of its fabrication was recently suggested 
by the group of T. Zhang when amorphous Ag-Ca foils were 
simply immersed in water to remove calcium atoms.[55] 

In the previous work by M. Zhang et al [56] was reported 
the fabrication of a porous silver material with a sub-micron 
pore size. The precursor of the given work was an amorphous 

Ag38.75Cu38.75Si22.5 alloy that was exposed to an appropriate 
etching condition in order to eliminate Cu and Si atoms, 
leaving a single Ag porous carcass. Homogeneous 
distribution of elements in the amorphous state is a key to 
obtain the fine ultimate porous architecture upon 
reorganization of Ag atoms while etching; on the  contrary, 
when in crystalline precursors are used, the final 
characteristic features are determined by the phases pre-
sent in the ingot.[24] However, in spite of the finely archi-

tectured structure, the bulk material produced from the 
amorphous precursor [56] did not possess sufficient 
mechanical integrity and robustness to allow any 
further experiments revealing its advantages, 
particularly in the field of catalysis where good failure 
resistance is required. 

The general aim of our work is firstly to approach the 
structural composition of previously elaborated NPS foils 
so as to enhance their mechanical characteristics. In the 
present paper, we make a step beyond and characterize a 
porous silver material from an electrochemical viewpoint, 
in particular versus the direct electrooxidation reaction of 
ammonia-borane in an alkaline medium, a model reaction 
of interest towards the development of direct alkaline fuel 
cells. Besides, the stability of this material is also investi-
gated in accelerated stress-test operation. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION 

2.1. Materials’ preparation and characterization 

A set of Ag-based polycrystalline alloys of composition 
Ag38.75Cu38.75Si22.5 were prepared by arc melting of pure Ag, 
Cu and Si (99,99% purity, Alfa Aesar) in helium atmosphere. 
To homogenize the alloy, minimum 5 additional melting 
steps were made before the rapid solidification casting of 
the material on the copper wheel. Foils with thicknesses 
ranging between 20 and 60 µm were produced by varying 
the rotating speed of the copper wheel. After analyzing X-
ray diffraction (XRD) results and preliminary chemical 
treatment tests of the obtained samples, the 20 µm thick 
foils showed finer porous architecture and were chosen for 
further careful characterization and ammonia-borane 
electrooxidation tests. 

The XRD patterns of as-spun and dealloyed components 
were obtained using a PANalytical X’Pert Pro MRD 
instrument with a copper (Kα) radiation (0.051°/step, in 
variable mode). 

The microstructures and chemical compositions of the 
ribbons were observed using a high-resolution ZEISS Ultra 
55 scanning electron microscope equipped with a field 
emission gun (FEG-SEM) and energy-dispersive X-ray 
analyzer (EDS). 

To analyze the pore size of the as-dealloyed ribbons an 
imaging tool ImageJ [58] was used. Brunauer-Emmett-
Teller (BET) surface area was measured by Nitrogen 
adsorption/desorption experiments carried out at 77 K 
using a Micromeritics A2020 instrument. Dealloying of the 
as-cast ribbons was performed at the ambient conditions 
using a few chemical etchants including the one reported 
in [56] – 13.4 wt% (2.12 M) of HNO3, and another solution 
of 0.67 M of HNO3 and 0.64 M of HF in deionized water. 
The intensity of magnetic stirring while etching was 250 
rpm, the etching time was chosen in the way to leave the 
desirable thickness of the middle bulk non-etched layer. 

2.2. Electrochemical characterization 

For the electrochemical experiments, silver materials 
were carefully cut and placed on a glassy carbon 



electrode to be used as working electrode; the geometrical 
surface of silver materials in contact with the electrolyte 
was 0.048 cm2. The counter-electrode was a carbon plate, 
and the reference electrode was a mercury/mercury oxide 
electrode (Hg/HgO) filled with 0.1 M NaOH solution; to 
ease the comparison with the literature, all potential values 
are given versus the Reversible Hydrogen Electrode scale 
(RHE). 

Electrolytes were freshly prepared with NaOH mono-
hydrated provided from Merck (Suprapur), ammonia-
borane provided from Sigma-Aldrich (complex, 97%) and 
MQ-grade water (18.2 MΩ cm, <3 ppb total organic car-
bon, Elix + Milli-Q Gradient, Millipore). The electrochem-
ical set-up was thermostated at 25°C. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

3.1. Production and characterization of na-
noporous silver 

The architectural design of nanoporous silver in this work 
was based on the composition and structure previously 
elaborated by our group.[56] However, the aim was to 
improve the mechanical stability, and to produce self-
supporting electrodes that enable their use in electroca-
talysis. Firstly, Ag38.75Cu38.75Si22.5 alloys were produced using the 
planar flow casting technique aiming to obtain wider and 
thicker amorphous ribbons. The low glass forming ability of 
this system has disallowed the production of samples with 
amorphous structure and desired properties. Then, sets of 
crystalline ribbons of composition Ag38.75Cu38.75Si22.5 were 
obtained by melt spinning in helium atmosphere with 
rotation speeds of 14-28 m/s. The foils had widths of ~ 2 mm. 
According to the rotation speed, their thickness varied 
within the range of 20 to 60 µm. The sample with the 
thickness of 20 µm was chosen for further chemical 
treatment. Its X-ray diffraction (XRD) pattern (Figure 1) 
confirmed that the majority of the samples was composed by 
the crystalline face-centered cubic silver and the hexagonal 
η Cu3Si phase 

Figure 2 represents a SEM micrograph obtained after 10 
minutes of etching of the as cast selected sample in 3.32 M 
of HNO3 solution. It reveals an irregular morphology and 
difficulties for solution penetration, without a well-defined 
tridimensional porous structure. Compositional analysis 
based on energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) 
confirmed that the atomic concentration of the residual Si 
atoms was ~19 at%. 

Another etching solution: a mixture of 0.67 M of HNO3 and 
0.64 M of HF, was tested for as spun ribbons in order to 
accelerate the dissolution of the Si atoms. The etching time of 
45 minutes was selected as an optimal time to generate a fairly 
regular porous structure (Figures 3 a-b). 

 

Figure 1. XRD pattern of as cast Ag38.75Cu38.75Si22.5 ribbon. 

 

Figure 2. SEM image of a porous Ag-based pattern after deal-
loying in nitric acid solution for 10 min. 

A 3D-architecture was readily produced, leaving in the 
center a thin carcass layer of few microns thick (Figure 3c). 
This carcass will play a load-bearing function of the 
material. After etching, XRD analysis reveals only the 
presence of fcc-Ag (Figure 3d). 

Figure 4a confirms this finding. The chemical analysis, 
performed on the cross-section of ribbons before and after 
etching, reveals that all the copper and silicon have been 
removed after etching (although traces may subsist, below 
the detection limit of the EDS analyses). After longer 
etching time, Ag crystallites start agglomerating and the 
porous network of the crystalline precursor collapses, 
leaving a sponge-like structure, as presented in Figure 4b. 

The higher chemical stability of Ag in the given acid 
media, in contrast to copper and silicon, is supported by 
the difference between standard electrode potentials of 
the pure elements, which, in fact, globally reflects the 
material nature: c10 Ag = 0.799 V > c10 Cu = 0.337 V > c10 Si 
= -0.91 V. All the values here are given according to the 
hydrogen scale.[59] 



 

Figure 3. a), b) Surface view of the final porous microstructure c) Cross section view of the dealloyed ribbon with a bulk non-etched 
carcass layer in the middle d) XRD pattern of as-dealloyed Ag38.75Cu38.75Si22.5 ribbons. 

By using image analysis, the average surface pore size is 
calculated as ~98 nm. The ligaments on the surface are very 
similar. Their direct dimensions measurements gave the 
average values of ~80 nm and ~250 nm for the width and 
length, respectively. The quality of such geometry appears 
to be inferior to the one obtained using an amorphous 
precursor of the same composition, which is characterized 
by regular pore size distribution and its smaller dimensions 
(Figure 5). Nevertheless, porosity was analyzed by the 
method of Brunauer, Emmet and Teller (BET).[60] Figure 
6 presents the pore size distribution of such measurement. 
Almost 76 % in volume of pores falls in a wide range of size 
distribution, between 4 to 102 nm. As one can observe, the 
size of the pores tangibly decreases going towards the bulk. 
It is expected that greater pore size will prevail on the 
surface (which is consistent with the image analyses above) 
while the finest ones in the interior of the foil, thus creating 
a sort of porosity gradient from the bulk (interior) to the 
surface (exterior) of the ribbons. 

In the above sense, the obtained architecture, which 
usually consists of interconnected networks, appears to be 
the ideal for catalyst materials. In other words, the smaller 
pores will have the largest surface area. They will be the 
responsible for most of the catalytic reactions, while the 

larger pores will facilitate both fuel access and gas release, a 
strategy already used with success by the group of At-anassov 
for the alkaline oxidation of several fuels.[50– 52,61–65] The 
total surface area calculated by BET is ~ 5 m2/g. The average 
pore size of 36 nm was calculated by the Barrett-Joyner-
Halenda (BJH) method, which uses the Kelvin Model for pore-
filling, being applicable to the present type of material.[66] 
Eventually, the final material presented a huge total surface 

area, and better integrity makes it possible to apply this 
material as a self-supporting electrode, allowing to perform 
electroactivity measurements in the scope of the present 
work. The corresponding data are discussed below. 



  
 

Figure 4. a) EDS spectra obtained on of the cross section of 

the foil before and after dealloying in the solution of mixed 

nitric and hydrofluoric acids for 45 min. b) SEM image of a 

sponge-like silver based structure after 2 hours etching  
 
 

 
 
Figure 5. Nanoporous silver, obtained from the amorphous 
Ag38.75Cu38.75Si22.5 precursor.[56] 
 
 

 
Fig.6 Pore size distribution measured by BET. 
 

3.2. Electrochemical test 

The electrocatalytic performance of porous silver for the 
direct electrooxidation of ammonia borane in an alkaline 
medium is presented on Figure 7. The cyclic voltam-
perogram of the nanoporous Ag substrate in the supporting 
electrolyte (0.1 M NaOH) reveals the nature of the silver 
surface (black curve – this voltamperogram being 
unaffected by the revolution rate of the rotating disk 
electrode). The large anodic peak centered at Ca. E = 0.41 V 
results from the formation of surface silver oxides. The 
formation of copper oxides from residual copper coming 
from the bulk layer in the middle of the sample (Figure 3c) 
may also occur in this anodic peak. During the subsequent 
negative scan, the cathodic reduction of silver oxide 
proceeds, producing a peak centered at ca. 0.36 V. It is also 
likely that copper oxides are reduced in this potential 
domain, as attested by the electrochemical equilibrium 
between Cu and Cu2O, expected to thermodynamically 
proceed around E = 0.471 VS. RHE.[67] Further discussion 
regarding copper will be given in the following sections. 
 

 
Figure 7. Electrocatalytic performances of nanoporous silver 
for direct ammonia borane electrooxidation in 0.1 M NaOH 
(black) and 0.1 M NaOH + 5 mM AB (blue), at w = 0 and w = 

1600 rpm (red). All experiments were performed at 25°C. 



The addition of 5 mM of ammonia-borane into the so-
lution noticeably modifies the shape of the cyclic volt-
ammogram, and the obtained shape is strongly depending 
on the revolution rate of the rotating disk electrode. An 
oxidation current is observed on the whole potential do-
main investigated, its magnitude being much larger under 
diffusion convection regime (ω = 1600 rpm, upper red 
curve in Figure 7, round symbols) than on a static electrode 
(ω = 0 rpm, lower red curve in Figure 7, triangle symbols). 
The reaction begins at a very low potential value, much 
lower than the hydrogen oxidation potential. Indeed, the 
onset for the electrooxidation of ammonia-borane is about 
E = -0.3 V vs. RHE (300 mV below the oxidation of hydrogen 
in a hydrogen-fed fuel cell), which is of utmost interest for 
energy production in direct alkaline fuel cells. The kinetic is 
relatively fast according to the steep slope of the wave in the 
region up to 0.3 V vs. RHE. Then, the AB oxidation current 
density reaches a stable maximum value of 6,44 mA/cm2 at 
about 0.3 V vs. RHE. These values are better than the ones 
observed for NPGold in 1 M NaOH containing higher 
concentration in ammonia-borane (20 mM) or NaBH4 the 
onset potential for the electrooxidation of NaBH4 : on 
NPGold was at best as high as ca 0.1 V vs. RHE [68], while 
that of AB elec-trooxidation could reach -0.2 V vs. RHE [19], 
i.e. was at best shifted positive by 0.1 V compared to the best 
results with the present nanoporous Ag. 

Comparing the voltamperograms after addition of 5 mM of 
ammonia-borane (ω = 0 rpm and ω = 1600 rpm) in Figure 7, 
one clearly sees that the reaction is controlled by mass-
transport. Figure 8.a further presents the effect of the 
rotation rate of the electrode on the electrocatalytic 
performance measured at E = 0 V vs. RHE (i.e. at an elec-
trode potential where a classical H2-oxidation electrode 
would not release any quantitative current, which 
demonstrates the interest of AB oxidation at NPS elec-
trodes); the faster the electrode is rotated, the higher the 
current density value, in agreement with the Levich theory. 
This dependency on the mass-transport means that the NPS 
electrode is indeed a good AB oxidation catalyst (it is not 
limited by charge-transfer kinetics, even at a potential as low 
as 0 V vs. RHE and at 25 °C); on the contrary, it implies that 
the fluidics of the DABFC systems should be considered with 
care (but this is beyond the focus of the present 
contribution). Besides the normal “Levich behavior”, the 
design of our rotating electrode can account to some extent 
to the mass-transport effect observed. The NPS is inserted at 
a position about 2 mm deep in a cylindrical shape gap, 
overall limiting the access of “fresh fuel” to the NPS surface. 
In addition, stagnant AB electrolytes are prone to severe 
heterogeneous hydrolysis at the NPS electrode; indeed, we 
observed hydrogen gas  

bubbles being stacked in the gap. Besides consuming the AB 
fuel and only being prone to be oxidized above E = 0 V vs. 
RHE, the presence of such H2 bubbles may interrupt the 
contact between the NPS catalyst and the AB solution, 
resulting in lower oxidation current. In any of these cases, the 
performance of the NPS electrode is improved by increasing 
the revolution rate of the rotating disk electrode: doing so 
firstly enables the access of “fresh AB” fuel and secondly 
favors the removal of hydrogen gas bubbles. It has to be noted 
that, whatever the steps of revolution rates, the current 
density increases/decreases rapidly as soon as the rotation of 
the working electrode is changed, denoting for the absence of 
poisoning/deactivation of the NPS electrode in the course of 
the AB oxidation. Besides, the two sequences measured at 
ω = 1600 rpm demonstrate that the NPS proceeds without 
any quantitative loss in activity versus time (within the time 
frame of the pre- sent experiments). 
 

The stability of the oxidation reaction current was fur-
ther analyzed; samples were held at E = 0 V vs. RHE (Fig-
ure 8.b) for 10 minutes. The NPS electrode presents a 
stable short-term activity for AB oxidation; this is 
promptly observable by the very small loss of activity 
during the period of tests, represented by the small de-
crease in the oxidation current density and rules out any 
severe effect of poisoning of the Ag surface by reaction 
intermediates, as shown for the electrooxidation of NaBH4 
at Pt surfaces [17,69,70]. 



 

 

Figure 8: a) Effect of the electrode’s rotation speed and b) 
Signal stability, for direct Ammonia Borane electrooxidation. 
All performed in 0.1 M NaOH + 5 mM AB, at 0 V vs. RHE and 
25 °C. 

In addition, the structural stability of the nanoporous 
silver and its AB oxidation activity have been investigated 
for long-term operation (the accelerated stress test, AST, 
consisted of up to 15000 000 voltamperometric cycles 
between -0.3 and 0.5 V vs. RHE at 100 mV/s) in the same 
electrolyte (0.1 M NaOH + 5 mM AB, at 25°C). Cyclic volt-
ammograms and representative SEM images are given in 
Figure 9 and Figure 10, respectively. In Figure 9, one can 
clearly see that the behavior of nanoporous silver remains 
similar even after 15000 cycles; only minor diminution of the 
anodic current density values can be observed by cycling in 
the electrolyte: it is a consequence of the am-monia-borane 
rarefaction in the electrolyte due to its progressive 
consumption at the working electrode. In spite of this 
globally decreasing anodic current contribution from AB 
oxidation, there are no major changes in the equilibrium 
between the silver/silver oxides (and possibly 
copper/copper oxides) peaks and for the capacitive current 
values (in particular, the silver (and copper) oxides 
reduction peak at ca. 0.3 V vs. RHE in the negative 

 

sweep, which is not biased by the AB oxidation current is 
literally unchanged from the 1st to 15,000th cycle of the AST); 
this indicates that neither metal dissolution, nor active 
surface area loss, nor structural changes of the silver 
nanoporous do happen during the cycling. As one can 
observe in Figure 10, there are neither significant changes in 
the morphology of the ligaments or pores of the NPS 
material after this accelerated stress test. The conjunction of 
these two results suggests the chemical and electrochemical 
stabilities of the catalyst in long-term operation. 
Nevertheless, occasional agglomerates have appeared on 
the electrode surface. EDS analyses demonstrate that they 
are rich in copper; such copper-rich islands were not 
observed for the fresh electrode. Copper has therefore 
migrated from the bulk to the surface of the sample in the 
course of the aging test. This, in fact confirms that the 
oxidation/reduction peaks observed around 0.4 V vs. RHE 
in Figure 7 are related both to silver (major-ly) and copper 
(minorly). Copper necessarily comes from the bulk layer in 
the middle of the sample (Figure 3c) where the alloying 
elements (Cu and Si) remained unaltered after the 
leaching procedure. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Figure 9. Cyclic voltammetries of NPS material after 0, 5000, 
10 000 and 15 000 cycles in 0.1 M NaOH + 5 mM AB at 100 mV/s 
and 25°C. 

However, such changes are overall very minor and the 
porosity of the NPS sample remains essentially unaltered 
even after 15,000 cycles; this stability is already larger than 
what has been observed for noble electrocatalysts of plat-
inum nanoparticles supported on high surface area carbon 
as previously reported in.[12,13] 



 

Figure 10. SEM images of porous silver before (a.-b.) and after 
(c.-d.) 15,000 Cyclic voltammetries performed between -0.3 
and 0.5 V vs. RHE at 100 mV/s in 0.1 M NaOH + 5 mM AB, at 
25°C. 

In addition, such dissolution (from the bulk of the NPS 
sample) and precipitation (at its surface) of Cu-rich ag-
glomerates is another indication that the whole NPS sam-
ple is accessible to reactants, owing to its porous architec-
ture. If such diffusion of Cu atoms/ions from the bulk to 
the surface of the NPS proceeds, it is likely that AB and its 
oxidation products can do as well, in agreement with the 
good electrochemical performances monitored above. To 
be more specific, the porous architecture of the NPS, 
formed by the conjunction of very small channels in di-
ameter with large surface area in the middle, channels 
which enlarge in diameter towards the surface, facilitate 
the intrusion of the AB-containing liquid solution and the 
release of the hydrogen bubbles possibly formed from 
heterogeneous hydrolysis and other AB oxidation prod-
ucts. These textural properties coupled to the intrinsic 
ability of Ag to promote AB oxidation reaction enable to 
understand the steep wave monitored on Figure 7, indi-
cating large overall AB oxidation activity. 

From these results, NPS seems both very active and du-
rable for the direct electrooxidation of ammonia-borane in 
alkaline medium. In addition, the residuals of the sec-
ondary η-phase in the final porous structure do not per-
turbate the oxidation process of AB, which means that 
material does not require any remarkable purity level in 
order to be exploited in real conditions. 

4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Foils of nanoporous silver were synthesized from a crys-
talline Ag38.75Cu38.75Si22.5 precursor by free corrosion in an acid 
solution. Further, by controlling the etching parameters, 
nanoporous silver foils were designed to have a thick 
nanoporous layer and a bulk thin layer of the nominal 
composition, which contributed to their mechanical sta- 
bility a clear advantageous for application in self- 
supporting catalysts. It is for the first time that NPS foils 

have been successfully tested as an active and stable ma-
terial for direct ammonia-borane electrooxidation in an 
alkaline medium, which was not possible for its nanopo-
rous analogue, produced from amorphous precursor 
(the material could not self-stand and could not be 
handled to prepare electrodes). Moreover, the material 
appeared to be competitive to nanoporous gold 
substrate, and economically is more advantageous, 
owing to the smaller cost and larger availability of silver 
compared to gold. The architecture of the present 
porous material follows the design of the most modern 
current catalysts. These are formed by very small pore 
channels, in which the reaction will occur due to the 
extremely active large surface area and increased pore 
channel diameters going towards to the surface, which 
favors both liquid and gas transportation. 

The results presented in this work are inspiring and they 
open optimistic prospects for nanoporous silver and likely 
for other cheaper transition metal-based materials for their 
direct application in fuel cells as a lower-cost 
integral/ergonomic alternative for platinum nanoparticles 
supported on high surface area carbon materials. 
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